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A B B  R E V I E W The Corporate Technical Journal of the ABB Group

The next edition of the ABB Review will see the year 2000 out with articles on a variety of 
technologies from our Automation, Transmission and Distribution, Building Technologies and 

Oil & Gas businesses. 

As living standards increase and our technology expectations grow, we
automatically come to rely on a high-quality electrical power supply.
Number 4/2000 will look at some of the technologies offered by ABB

which ensure that our customers enjoy the best power quality
possible.

Also from the T&D sector, there will be an article that looks at some of
the latest advances in high-voltage cables, while another will compare

different, but complementary, kinds of circuit-breaker technology.

ABB’s contribution to car safety is the subject of another article. In a crash test lab in Sweden, 
Volvo cars are programmed to collide with high precision on tracks engineered by ABB. 

Offshore, ABB takes a new tack in solving pipeline flow problems, while back on land a 
novel method of condition-based evaluation developed by ABB uses fuzzy logic to provide 

better lifetime management of power equipment assets. 


